Present: Augusta Gronquist, Meghna Purkayastha, Shreya Rajanarayana, Diana Li, Ellina Nektalova, Idia Irele, Leslie Hillsamer, Elizabeth Yun, Nikita Bhargava, Ellen Kim, Nahee Kwak

Tardy: Catherine Aguilar, Frances Black

Regrets: Dawn Ginnetti, Prina Patel, Najwa Alsheikh, Corynn Stoltenberg

I. Call to order
   A. Augusta calls the meeting to order at 7:04pm

II. Minutes
   A. The minutes stand as they are

III. Committee updates
   A. Idia Irele- emailed head of Mohonest about the woman who was wrongly arrested to lend support. The same people are not being hired again for the first year orientation program at Smith this year due to negative feedback. Planning to do an interview process for the next orientation for class of 2018.
   B. Niki Bhargava- ordered graduation stoles for House President Association.
   D. Ellen Kim- Slow movement with planning Alumni house event. Putting on a small closing program for the sophomore class.
   E. Meghna Purkayastha- Met with Smith Social Network Campaign and Senators, and reminds cabinet to send photos of committees for website facelift.
   F. Ellina Nektalova- has three new HB cases.
   G. Nahee Kwak- Senior wine and cheese Friday. Senior weaving voices April 12th and Senior Ball April 26th.
H. Diana Li- Placed orders for Spa night. Got senators to help set up. Thinking about putting class apparel with care packages for parents to purchase. 5 College mixer is not happening, just mixer with Mount Holyoke.

I. Elizabeth Yun- Updates on the Conference and Sawyer Fund

J. Shreeya Rajanarayanan- went over funding requests yesterday. Next friday there will be budget hearings.

K. Frances Black- Met with Committee of Academic Priorities. Having an event on Thursday to talk about five year framework of the college (staffing decisions for the next five years)

1. The Russian department did not go away-they are just restructuring

L. Augusta Gronquist- Went to 5 College Meeting at Mount Holyoke with Meghna Purkayastha. We are planning to collaborate with the other 5 colleges and hold a rally for the events that occurred in Mount Holyoke and show support for the student who was arrested.

M. Catherine Aguilar- Preparing for the next incumbent VP. Asked senators for three questions. Urges senators and cabinet members to attend the student leadership awards.

IV. Positivity Exercise

A. Fun group activity

V. Elections Extravaganza

A. 17 people have so far signed up for the Spring 2014-2015 Elections

B. Propaganda to promote Elections Extravaganza is also important

C. Elections Extravaganza is coming up. Cabinet is being asked questions for what to ask the presidential candidates

1. Leslie will email cabinet members the questions so that extra questions can be asked at Elections Extravaganza Q&A

2. Ask house community life to make the Elections Extravaganza and voting a part of house programming
a) Ellen Kim and Nahee Kwak will help collaborating with Leslie Hillsamer in pushing the event

VI. Binder guidelines
   A. Augusta Gronquist will sent out guidelines to cabinet members
   B. Questions to think about: The binders should contain information that your predecessor will need if you were not able to fill your position at the moment

VII. Stoles
   A. Catherine Aguilar and Nahee Kwak brought a new website to show seniors in SGA
   B. Blue and Gold colors with the SGA logo
   C. 25 stoles being ordered as a set number of stoles, the stoles will be recycled

VIII. Adjournment
   A. Leslie Hillsamer moves to adjourn the meeting at 8:12pm, Frances Black seconds the motion

*Events to put in your calendar*

- **Open campus** -- **Friday, April 11, 2:30-3:30 pm.**
  - ITT. *Don’t forget your shifts! Thank you.*
- **Elections Extravaganza** -- **Monday, April 14, 7:30 p.m.**
  - CC Carroll Room
- **Student Leadership Awards** -- **Tuesday, April 15, 7 p.m.**
  - CC Carroll Room
- **Staff Appreciation day** -- **Wednesday, April 23, 11:30-1:30 pm**
  - CC main level. *I will circulate a doodle next week to fill shifts!*
- **Binders are due April 24th**